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We present a simple, ultra-rapid and robust method to create sharp nanostructures—nanopotals—in a shape memory polymer substrate demonstrating unprecedented enhancements for surface enhanced sensing over large surface areas. These bimetallic nanopotals demonstrate extremely strong surface plasmon resonance effects due to the high density multifaceted petal structures that increase the probability of forming nanogaps. We demonstrate that our nanopetals exhibit extremely strong surface plasmons, confining the emission and enhancing the fluorescence intensity of the nearby high quantum yield fluorescein by >4000×. The enhancements are confined to the extremely small volumes at the nanopetal borders. This enables us to achieve single molecule detection at relatively high and physiological concentrations. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3495773]

Nanoplasmonic methods utilizing metallic nanostructures that interact with fluorescent species to enhance their signals and to confine their detection volumes have been developed.1 Zero-mode waveguides (ZMW),2 metallic nanoparticles,3 metal tips,4 nanopockets,5 optical antennas,6 and feed gaps7 have achieved atto-to zeptoliter excitation volumes and 1-to-1,000-times enhancements of fluorescence emission. Recently, bowtie nanoantennas8 to facilitate detection were hampered by their smoothness and continuousness that cannot localize and concentrate electromagnetic field as well as sharp and discrete ones.1 Here, we present sharp nanostructures, coined nanopetals, to overcome this limitation. These bimetallic petals (comprised of gold coated silver) with nanosawtoothlike edges show strong surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effects. High-density multifaceted petal structures increase the probability of forming nanogaps, which can improve enhancements by approximately one thousand times, compared with continuous metal strips.1,7

We recently presented a simple, ultra-rapid low-cost method to create large scale metallic nanowrinkles on polystyrene (PS) sheets.9 These tunable wrinkles can be easily integrated into microchannels.9–12 In applying them for fluorescence enhancement, though, the intensity of their hotspots were hampered by their smoothness and continuousness that cannot localize and concentrate electromagnetic field as well as sharp and discrete ones.1 Here, we present sharp nanostructures, coined nanopetals, to overcome this limitation. These bimetallic petals (comprised of gold coated silver) with nanosawtoothlike edges show strong surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effects. High-density multifaceted petal structures increase the probability of forming nanogaps, which can improve enhancements by approximately one thousand times, compared with continuous metal strips.1,7

In Fig. 1(a), a 80 nm thick Ag film followed by a 80 nm thick Au film is deposited on a prestressed PS sheet (KSF50-C; Grafix, 2×1 cm2) using a sputter coater (Polaron coating system).9 Subsequent heating at 160 °C (above PS glass transition temperature) for 6 min induces retraction of the substrate and causes the nonshrinkable metallic films to wrinkle and crack. Cracking is critical to create these nanosawtooth structures on the edges of the petals, while buckling improves the formation of nanogaps. Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) confirm large areas of biaxial nanogaps [Fig. 1(b)]. Uniaxial petals can be created as well [Fig. 1(c)] by clamping two edges of a metal-coated sheet with binder clips (2" binder clips; OfficeMax) during heating for retraction only in one direction.

Nanofeatures, including the shape of the nanostructures and the dimension of the resulting gaps between them, deter-

![FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of fabrication process and creation of hot spots on bimetallic nanopetals. SEM images with large-scale biaxial (b) and uniaxial (c) Au/Ag petals on shrunk PS sheets. The insets in (b) and (c) show corresponding enlarged view of SEM images. The scale bars in (b) and (c) are 10 μm. The scale bars in inset of (b) and (c) are 2 μm. (d) Histograms of gaps dimensions are normalized by their maximum values.](image-url)
mine the density and intensity of hotspots. SEMs show that cracking creates very sharp sawtoothlike edges [ insets of Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]. The sizes of these saw-teeth are smaller than 100 nm. Because buckling is involved in fabrication, these petals are highly folded and compressed, which improves nanogap formation. To determine the dimension of these nanogaps, an edge detection program (the Canny method, MATLAB® software) was applied to the SEM followed by two-dimensional fast Fourier transform (2D FFT). Distribution of gap dimensions [ Fig. 1(d)] is obtained by further transforming corresponding power spectral densities to real space. Both bi- and uniaxial samples exhibit two discrete populations. The large one, ranging from 200 nm to 10 μm , is attributed to the wrinkling process; the small one, ranging from 20 to 200 nm, reflects the dimension of the nanogaps of interest. Such tiny gaps, along with nanoscale shapes, render nanopetals an extremely effective substrate for metal-enhanced fluorescence techniques.

To localize and measurement hotspots, fluorescein molecules are dissolved in water (pH=9.0, concentration 1 μM). 50 μL dye solution is dropped onto the biaxial and uniaxial petals. Samples are covered by a glass coverslip (no.1.5) and mounted on a Zeiss LSM 710 microscopy with 3D scanning systems. The microscope is coupled to a mode-locked two-photon Ti:sapphire laser (0.3 mW, Spectra Physics, Mountain View, CA) operated at 790 nm with a 80-MHz repetition rate. Samples are excited with a 40× objective (C-Apochromat 40×/1.20NA Water Corr, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany), and emitted fluorescence light are selected by a spectral detector between 513–593 nm and detected with a photo multiplier tube. Figure 2(a) shows that bright fluorescence emission can be observed on the petals, and more importantly, extremely bright spots can be found at the edges of the petals. Their vertical cross-section images [ Fig. 2(b)] show that the fluorescence intensity from the edges are about 100-fold higher than that from background. That indicates the enhancement attributes to strong plasmonic interactions between dye molecules and hotspots on the edge of petals [ Fig. 1(a)].

The hotspot volume is estimated by the diffusion of fluorescence through the volume of excitation using amplitude analysis (similar to the photon counting histogram method). The laser focusing spot with 1.8 mW laser power is fixed on the edges of petals, and time trace of fluorescence intensity is recorded [ Fig. 2(c)]. The curves show bursts of intensity when a fluorescence molecule diffuses into a hotspot; after that the intensity dramatically drops to background. The width of each burst is only ~2 μs (inset) which indicates the extremely tiny enhancement region. Comparing the number of very large bursts with the number of bursts expected from a solution 1 μM fluorescein in the 2P confocal excitation volume (10−15 L) we estimate that less than 1/1000 of the molecules are enhanced. Based on these results, we estimate that an upper limit of the volume in which we have enhancement (the size of hot spots) is about 10−18 L, similar to that of ZMW.

Figure 3(a) left shows that increasing the laser power increases the population of hot spots and their enhanced fluorescence intensities. With average laser power higher than 1.8 mW, we observe thousands-folds enhancements that saturate our detector [larger than 4,095 counts, green arrows in the Fig. 3(a), left]. Note that the intensity from molecules without enhancement is between 1 to 5 counts. This becomes even more obvious at higher excitation power (3 mW) as shown in Fig. 3(a), right. In SPR the fluorescence enhancement is accompanied by a decrease in the fluorescence lifetime. The intensity decays are measured on a home built 2P laser scanning microscope equipped with a similar Mai Tai laser and an objective as mentioned above. All lifetime data are collected with time correlated single-photon counting card (SP830 B&H, Becker & Hickl GmbH, Berlin, Germany). Figure 3(b) shows average fluorescence excitation state lifetime of fluorescein in solution is ~3.7 ns. In the region around the nanopetals, the lifetime decreases to less than 100 ps, below the detection limit of our system. This indicates greater than 37-fold reduction in fluorescence lifetime and further confirms that the fluorescence enhancement is due to SPR. Overall, these results indicate that our nano-
resonance. Because we have a range of nanostructure and nanogap sizes, we can ensure that we can achieve huge fluorescence enhancements on our substrate. These advantages show great potential for low-cost biomedical sensing at single molecular levels at physiological concentrations. Finally, the extremely confined and strong hot spots of the nanopetals can be used as substrates for studying highly localized events on cell membranes and for direct detection of cell secretion molecules without further amplification.
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